Safety rules for visitors
and external personnel
Please obey the instructions of Sachtleben staff.
Visitors and external companies have to pay regard
to the valid accident prevention regulation and the
generally accepted rules of technology in the
execution of their work.
It may only be used in occupational safety trained
staff.

Park your vehicle only to the disignated parking.
The entrance of the vehicle may only take place
after approval.
At the plant site, the provisions of the Road Traffic
Act and the Road Traffic Licensing Regulations
apply.

The prescribed maximum speed is 10 km/h.

Danger – Do not touch any equipment and parts
that are not backed up before on again or when you
do not have to work.

Attention: wheel loaders traffic has priority.

Attention on the premises forklift traffic.

Persons with active electronic implants like
cardiac pacemaker, heart defibrillators or implants out of
metal,are not allowed to stay in striking distance to strong
loadstones. Please inform position adaptor at once.

The use and operation under addictive substances
such as alcohol, drugs or stimulant drugs in the
entire plant is strictly forbidden.

In an emergency, please use the escape
routes marked and go immediately to the collection point
on the scale 1.

Food is only allowed in the social building.
Enter only areas of the plant in which you work and
log on to the staff.

Throughout the production area there is a compulsory
Wearing of safety shoes, helmet and reflective vest.

Important phone numbers and contact persons
external

speed dial internally

Emergency call:
112
H. Jehle (production manager)
0157/75282611
H. Schmid (assistant)
0170/5598210
H. Hummel (workshop leader)
0178/1644702
H. Knobloch (electric workshop) 0157/76071821
H. Bonath (electric workshop)
0176/42690787

6009
6019
6040
6044
6021
6060

Observe all indentification marking
and information boards!
Photographing and film ban

By signing the protocol you confirm the safety rules of
Sachtleben Bergbau GmbH & Co. KG to have read and understood
and to follow these.
As of: 14.12.2017

